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Abstrat
Neural assoiative memories are memory onstruts onsisting of a weighted network with
a large number of simple nodes, whose omputations olletively result in retrieving stored
information when partial or distorted information is given as input. We study two types
of neural assoiative memories: the Hopeld and the Hamming memories.
For the Hopeld memory, we rst study worst-ase bounds on the onvergene times
in both asynhronous and synhronous updating. However, the main theme in our study
of Hopeld networks is the omputational omplexity of assessing the memory quality of
a given network. We show that (assuming P 6= NP) it is hard to ount the number of
stable vetors, to ompute the size of attration domains (in synhronous updating), and
to ompute the attration radii (in synhronous updating). It is hard even to approximate
the attration radii, unless P = NP.
For the Hamming memory, we study whih onditions the parameters of the network
must satisfy in order to ensure onvergene and we obtain a tight bound on the onvergene
time. With an optimal hoie of parameter values, the worst-ase onvergene time is
(p log(pn)), where p is the memory apaity and n is the vetor length. Restriting the
instanes to those with a unique nearest stored vetor to the input vetor, the worst-ase
onvergene time is (p log n). For random vetors, the probability for suh instanes to
our approahes 1 as n grows, if the number of stored vetors grows subexponentially in
n. By dynamially hanging the onnetion weights and by taking powers of the ativity
levels, the onvergene is speeded up onsiderably. Finally, we present a new memory
model based on the Hamming memory, but with a feed-forward network struture made
possible by the use of more ompliated node funtions. In simulations, we show that the
new memory model behaves as expeted.
Throughout the study, we also explore the onsequenes of allowing \don't know"
elements in both the input and the output. Experiments show that \don't know" elements
are eetive espeially in the input.
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